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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! The end is nigh! The zombie (sorry walker) apocalypse on us in The Walking Dead: Our World, the latest mobile game to hit the Google Play Store based on the AMC hit TV series. Unlike other Walking Dead games on Android, Our World throws players into a post-apocalyptic reimagining of the real world with a location-based gameplay inspired
by Pokemon Go. Instead of collecting cute critters, you'll chop and shoot pedestrians with an arsenal of weapons, rescuing survivors and recruiting heroes, including a few fan favorites from the long series. In this guide, you'll find some important tips and tricks to get you to fight back against the hordes of shambling undead. Download The Walking Dead: Our WorldSpresigned by a mapIf you've ever played
Pokemon Go or Jurassic World alive, you may feel a little disoriented by our world's approach to augmented reality. The card may look familiar, but the card game cycle is completely different. In fact, you can actually play our world without leaving the comfort of your own home. In The Walking Dead: Our World You Complete a Mission (either solo or in a group - more on that later), level up, and collect and
upgrade weapons, hero, and whip up the cards to take on tougher tasks. To do this, you need to clear groups of pedestrians by clicking on any of the pointer icons dotted around the map in your area. These tasks will respawn over time because - any zombie apocalypse expert will know the undead never, ever stop coming. Doing any of these tasks will drain your energy meter shown in the top left to the
left of the screen. Your energy is re-energized over time, but if you need to boost quickly you can buy more energy with gold (premium currency games) or get free energy by robbing the power boxes that are dotted around the map. There are only a few types of tasks at first, with more - such as raider fights - unlocking as you level up. The main tasks you will perform are meetings, rescue missions and
infestations, with the level of difficulty specified by the number next to the icon. Infection is the main source for new maps, updates, and experiences for quite some time. Here you have to clear the location of all pedestrians three times in a row. Once completed, the infection is then reset after eight hours in real time. As for the other two tasks, the encounters quickly clear all walkers of missions with
relatively meagre rewards. Rescue missions are a little more useful, but first you need to understand how the buildings work in The Walking Dead: Our World.How buildings workWhen you complete a rescue mission you will be temporarily joined by a survivor who will stay with you until you drop them off in a safe house. You can only keep three survivors at any given time to start, but once u have R. Deila's
inflated total number could increase. Finding a safe place for survivors is not as easy, however, as In our world everything is custom. There are four types of buildings in our world, each of which rewards you with coins to upgrade maps and different types of cards when delivering survivors. Here are the types, the cost of construction, and the rewards: The Armory (10 weapons tokens) - weapons
cardsShelter (10 tokens of housing) - the hero cardsTrading Post (10 trading tokens) - coinsWarehouse (10 Warehouse tokens) - whipping mapNais you have collected the necessary tokens (infestations are a good source), you can place the building in any place on the map. You probably won't have room to create all four types in one place, however, since they can't overlap, so choose wisely based on
what cards you need. Don't expect to be amazed by the rewards to start with. This is achieved by simply disembarking the chosen number of survivors. Each new level requires more survivors to continue to modernize the building. Upgrading the building will also reset the 10-day timer, which will cause the building's defense to fall when it runs out, completely destroying the building and eradicating all your
hard work. Keep an eye on the buildings. If you need to, you can always spend gold to keep the building going if you are nowhere near the next level. You have to start building in a busy area where other players can contribute to the level of the building. The person who originally placed the building is permanently installed as a founder and will receive elevated coin rewards for each new level. In addition,
the leader is the player who dropped off most of the survivors and will also receive bonus coins. The Walking Dead: Our World of Maps types like to get epic and legendary mapsThe three type of maps in The Walking Dead: Our World is pretty self-evident. Weapon cards represent a wealth of weapons you can use to mow walkers. Hero cards bring your comrades into battle with you. Privileges are
incredibly useful passive storage cover and statistics increases. Maps are common (white), rare (blue), epic (purple) or legendary (golden) rarities. Rarity scores are pre-installed, so you can't turn a rare card into an epic card. The differences between the rarities of weapons and the cards of purification are quite obvious, but it is worth noting that many of the heroes of the game come in a few rarities too.
There are currently two versions like the main character of the series Rick Grimes (epic and legendary) and crossbow-toting Daryl Dixon (rare and legendary). While rare cards will always be much more powerful, you can update the stats of any card as long as you have enough points by spending coins. In the picture below you can see the rare Michonne card I am currently at level 5 and that I am currently
8/50 extra cards. After I've collected another 42 rare Michonne cards, I can spend coins to upgrade each Katana-wielding zombie hunter to the next level. You may also have noticed the talents and strengths of the sections below the overall statistics. They are available for both weapons weapons Hero card. Talents are opened with the help of one time using talent cards and offering permanent buffs.
Strengths are innate abilities that make a weapon or hero stronger against certain types of walkers or raiders. Choosing the right weapon or hero becomes much more important at higher levels as you mix and match to give yourself an edge. Don't just spend all your coins on low rarity cards if you really need to. It can be annoying to see that the red number and all the green arrows hover over each card
when you have enough to upgrade, say, the common hero Kate Nguyen, but you want to save your coins to upgrade the best cards. You should also always focus on updating your cards per second first. They allow for more important resources. Epic and legendary cards are technically available from almost any task in the game, but the drop rates are negligible. The most reliable way, however, will take a
fair bit of work - and teamwork. Why you should join the GroupBeing part of the group is essential in The Walking Dead: Our World if you want your hands on these legendary cards. Groups can consist of up to 25 players, and you can join any open group from the social menu, or join a specific group using the search bar. To join a blocked group, you need to wait for approval from the leader of that group.
The main advantage of the group' event, in addition to the chat partnership, is the completion of tasks. These challenges come in batches of 25 on the board, with each individual task presenting a joint goal for the entire group. All players can claim the rewards of any completed tasks. To get the best rewards, you need to reach higher levels where things get harder. Each week the game presents groups
with three call boards to complete one after the other. Once all 25 individual tasks are completed, you will move on to the next board. If your group completes all three boards before the weekly reset, you move on to the next level of rarity. The higher the level, the better the rewards. The key is to use a chat (or other chat app like Discord or Line) to develop strategies. If only one person has the specific card
they need for a particular call, that should be their top priority. You can also help other members of the group with missiles. These consumables effectively act as a call point for all team members so they can jump straight to your current location without actually moving anywhere in the real world. The flashes last for an hour, so make sure your group has members online before you shoot one away. Getting
all the way to the champion and the final levels will take a ridiculous amount of time and commitment (and possibly financial investment) from each member So don't worry if you can't make it all the way to the top. Your main goal is Level 7 (Gold 1), the first set of Tho boards guarantees one legendary card. If you do not complete at least two of the three boards, your group will be lowered to a lower level.
Walker Walker How to play In the present you have to have a good idea of how to align and power your cards, but what about the actual gameplay? First-person shootings in our world are a simple case of tapping on a walker to make them disappear in the haze of bullets. As with any zombie game, you have to aim to head for maximum damage, although you can afford to be a little less accurate with high
power guns like shotguns and automatic rifles. You also don't have to be afraid to throw away a grenade or two to dilute a large wad of flesh eaters. You can top up these limited resources by supplying boxes and upgrade the amount you can bear and their total damage with some perks. You'll be basically shooting down regular, rather weak undead, but there are three special varieties (as the last update)
that require a bit of smart thinking. Thin walkers are more mobile than your standard zombies and quickly attack you, your mates, or any survivors. They also have much less health, so a well-directed head shot should do the trick. You also meet pedestrians in riot gear. These armored enemies take a few more shots down, but are otherwise identical to the average walker. Finally, there's a heavy - a big,
chunky walker that can swallow the entire clip but moves at the snail's pace. Watch out for these chubbies and throw them before they get too close to your allies. Do you have any tips and tricks to share with other survivors? Then don't forget to share them in the comments! Similar comments! Related the walking dead road to survival cheats. the walking dead road to survival characters. the walking dead
road to survival character database. the walking dead road to survival choices. the walking dead road to survival character list. the walking dead road to survival christa. the walking dead road to survival character ranking. the walking dead road to survival cheats 2019
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